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Abstract

This piece marries the theories of microeconomics, insurance and disruptive

innovation and applies themto self-driving cars in the auto insurance industry. Through

a qualitative forecast of the auto insurance industry using forecasts of the impact of self-

driving cars, it is predicted that large, established firms will have difficulty andmayfail

whendealing with all of the changes that self-driving cars will bring once they fully

penetrate the automobile market. The argument is made through employing a

hypothetical rate model andbasic ratemaking principals. Theratemaking model is

manipulated with predicted aspects of self-driving cars in mind.

Preface

I first became interested in the topic of self-driving cars during my internship over

the summer of 2015. I was working for a large financial company that specialized in

vehicleaftermarket insurance products, the most common being a vehicle service

contract. During the internship, I assisted my management in compiling data to

eventually be used in the ratemaking process for new vehicles. During this research, I

stumbled on a few articles about self-driving cars, and once I found an interest, that

interestdeveloped into a passion. I reallywanted to connectmy internship to my senior

individualized project, and this piece is the outcomeof that desire.

I would like to acknowledge those who helped me in my pursuit of greater

knowledge in this field. First, I thank Dr. Charles Stull, for his guidance and input

throughout the creativeprocess. He pointed me to a few sources that he thought might be
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helpful as well as reassured methatthespeculative nature of this piece wasnot damning

in nature. Second, althoughhe had no direct input on this piece, I would like to thank Dr.

Clayton Christensen for his work on disruptive innovation, the centerpiece theory of this

paper. Without thedevelopment of this theory, this paper would look entirely different in

content. I would like to thank all those who I worked with over the summer, especially

mytwo managers for theirguidance and help. Finally, I thank myfamily for their

constant support throughout this project and my college years.
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I. Introduction

Imaginea world with carbonemissions reduced, traffic-relatedfatalities reduced,

traffic congestionreduced, commute time reduced, and auto insurance rates reduced.

This world is slowly becoming a reality as companies such as Audi, Bosch, Mercedes-

Benz, Delphi Automotive, Google, and Nissan have begun looking into self-driving

technologies. In fact, Google already has prototypesof their self-driving car on the road.

Despite this fact, some experts do not foresee full penetration of the automobile market

for many years1 (ifthey even see it). Luckily, most experts and automakers alike do see

self-drivingcars as inevitableprogress as being safer and more reliable than the status

quo.

When making such a drastic change to one of the largest industries in the United

States, it is inevitable that related industries will feel the ripples in the water. Consider

everything that goes into the manufacturing and maintenance of an automobile: steel,

rubber, plastic, glass, paint, skilled labor, oil, petroleum, aftermarketcustom products,

leather, etc. An actual list of all the related and affected industries would be exhaustive,

therefore for this paper, consider only one: auto insurance.

One of the main reasons society desires self-driving cars (aka fully autonomous

vehicles) is that they are believed to be inherently safer than human drivers. Auto

insurance rates are nearly directly related to the likelihood of a cbllision (as will be

1According to an article by Forbes (Fehrenbacher, 2015) full autonomy could be deployed byTesla in3
years time, and in earlyOctober of 2015just deployedtheir beta autopilot. Theautopilot can parallel
park itself and can steer itself at highwayspeeds and perform lane changes.
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shown lateron). This is greatnewsfor consumers, for as traffic collisions decrease, the

rates for auto insurance will follow suit.

Whilegood for the consumer, this may be dangerous for established auto

insurance firms. The framework theory ofdisruptive innovation predicts a bleak future

for the largest auto insurance firms in these tumultuous times. Thevalues of established

firms do not mesh well with this emerging market. Their restrictions due to their

interdependencies inhibittheir mobility. Many of today's top auto insurance firms may

not survive the wave of disruptive innovation on their doorstep.
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II. Literature review

This study will proactively look at a nearly inevitable future where selfdriving

carsare the normand attempt to predict the impact that this marketdisruption will have

on the auto insurance industry. To make this prediction, this studymust first define self-

driving carsas well as all the relevant technologies associated withself-driving cars.

Next, a compelling argument will be made for the improved safetyof self-driving cars.

Once the argument towards the merits of self-driving cars' safety is sound, the connection

between safer cars and lower insurance rates will be made. To do so, a thorough

understanding of ratemaking principles and the regulatory framework surrounding auto

insurance must be attained. Following that, the connections betweenthe microeconomics

of insurance and Clayton Christensen's workon disruptive technologies must be

established. Once established, these two theories will make a forceful case for why

insurance companies should worry, and how they should react to thisdisruption. Finally,

this study will delve into themurky waters of liability, to see if any inherent changes will

need to be made for auto insurance policy.

A. Self-Driving Cars

First of all, a self-driving car (synonymous with fully autonomous vehicle) is

defined by Business Insider "as any carwith features that allowit to accelerate, brake,

and steer a car's course with limited or no driver interaction" (Greenough, 2015). Some

may separate autonomous vehicles further bywhat they cancommunicate with, like

vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) versus non V2V. V2V refers to "a system designed to transmit

basic safety information between vehicles to facilitate warnings to drivers concerning

|^N impending crashes" (Harding, et al., 2014). The NHTSA, however, offers the most
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sophisticated definition for self-driving cars, proposing a tiered system breaking

automobiles into five different levels of autonomy. Level 0 is an automobile where the

driver hascomplete control overthe motor, brakes and everything. Level 1 isfunction

specific or allows for 1or more specific functions to be assisted. Level 1 includes

features like electronic stability control. Level 2, combinedfunction automation, allows

for control of at least two functions to be ceded to the car. The NHTSA offers the

example of adaptive cruisecontrol in combination with lane centering. Level3 is known

as limited self-driving automation where all control is handed over to car and its

programming in certain specific environments, butwhere control may be transferred back

over to the driver with sufficient warning. Level 4 isfull self-driving automation

(NHTSA, 2013). Under thisdefinition, there may not even be a steering wheel. This is

thetype of technology most people picture when thinking of self-driving cars, and is the

definition that will be used in this piece.

Currently, no carsare available to the public that satisfy this Level 4 definition,

however, automakers like BMW, Tesla, and Nissan and tech company Google are

working toward bringing Level 4 cars to market. In fact, in October of 2015, Tesla rolled

out an update to all of their cars enabling their new autopilot features, landingthem in the

Level 2 category (Fehrenbacher, 2015), which is an excitingstep in the direction of full

autonomy. Thesemanufacturers havedifferent strategies on developing the technology,

but essentially the two plans are to either bring self driving technology to market

incrementally the way Tesla has begun to do, or bring it to market as a fully autonomous

vehicle in one go (Adams, 2015). For the purposes of this article, only the all or nothing
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be of interest.

According to a study done by Daimler Chrysler and Mercedes Benz, the three

main causes of rear end collisions are the following: "Driver's braking reaction comes

too late; driver's braking reaction is not vigorousenough; or misinterpretation of the

traffic situationby the driver, especially regarding the deceleration of the preceding

vehicle" (Breuer, Faulhaver, & Gleissner). Autonomous vehicles will be able to "sense

and possibly anticipate lead vehicles' braking and acceleration decisions," (Fagnant &

Kockelman, 2015) limiting the potential for rear end collisions greatly. The anticipation

factor would be present for the aforementioned V2V stylecars. This is one example of

many that illustrates how self-driving cars will make driving safer.

Of course, the car and specific scenarios of improved safetyaren't the main topic

here,exceptto the extentwhich the Google Car increases traffic safetyand lessens

collisions. The likelihood ofa collision goes hand-in-handwith rate making principles in

the simplest form; the less likely it is that a claim will be made on eachpolicy, the lower

the cost to the insurer (Werner & Modlin, 2010). A simplemodel has been constructed

which will later be explained in detail to demonstrate how this works. As the cost to

underwrite policies decreases for the insurance companies, regulation and the invisible

2Chris Urmson, directorof the Google Car projectsaidafter allowing regularpeople test out the
prototypecar "Wesawthat despite being told thiswasa prototype, despite moving at high speed on the
freeway, they were over-trusting it. We had a guywho was sitting in the front seat, he pullsout his phone
chargerfrom the backseat, then turns back again for hislaptop sets it up on the seat, and does all this
without looking out the windshield. Thewhole time the thing has been moving fast down the freeway. He
believed in the technologyenough that he just trusted it. And as these things get more capable we think
that faith will onlygrow. That reallyworries us. That iswhy it is extremely tough to get from incremental
improvement to full self-driving." (Adams, 2015)



hand of the market should pull the price for the consumer down toward where supply

meets demand. The price shouldmovedownward as the cost of goods sold falls.

Assuming a perfectly competitivemarket, as costs to underwrite auto insurance policies

fall, firms will adjust their prices to equal the now lower marginal costs (Varian, 2010).

While the profit marginsmay not change, the profits themselves will decreasewith a

lower price.

Beforethis impact is felt, there must be an adoptionstage for new technologies.

Fagnant andKockelman have compiled present market conditions andmade predictions

on safety, emissions and economic benefits yielded from autonomous vehicles at the

10%, 50%, and 90% adoption levels by market share (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015).

This studyis most interested in predictions made for the 10%adoptionlevels,whenthe

technology is just beginning to disrupt the market, but in somecases will refer to the

other levels. At 10%adoption, theypredict 1100lives saved per year, 211,000 fewer

crashesand comprehensive cost savings of $17.7 billion (Fagnant& Kockelman, 2015).

Theyalso predict50% in cost savings for auto insurance companies from a baseof

$1,000 per year (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015).

B. Auto Insurance Industry

According to a study by Lloyd's of London shown in Figure 1, the value ofthe

total gross premiums written by motor vehicle insurance companies in the US was over

$206 billion 2013, andprojected to steadily increase to $358billionby 2025 (Lloyd's of

London). Based on the lack ofany sharpdrops in the chart, it is clear that Lloyd's does

not foresee self-driving cars to have any significant impact on the policies being written

in the next decade. Despite Lloyd's lack of concern for self-driving cars, some insurance



companies have already expressed their concern over the potential threat to their

business, which could be in the market by the 2020's (Preston, 2015).
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Figure 1: The gross auto insurance premium in the US is expected to rise steadily through 2025,
according to a study done by Lloyd's of London (Lloyd's of London). These projections are a
historical account year-over-year of the total market premium for auto insurance from 2009 to
2013, then market forecasts from 2014 and beyond. These forecasts do not account for self-
driving cars and their eventual impact on auto insurance.

In addition to industry and economic changes inherent to the disruptive

technology itself, there is the matter of the law, and its response to this great change.

Currently, only four states and DC have any sort of law even recognizing self-driving

cars, however, other states continue to debate the issue (Davies, 2015). Even when all

the law is on the books in regard to self-driving cars, there will inevitably be a second

battle in the courts to refine the meaning of the word used in legislation

The most important question to be answered by the law is who will retain liability

during an accident? Cohen is convinced that companies manufacturing self-driving cars

will need to be wary of product liability laws (Cohen, 2015), but what about consumers?



jpv Fagnant (2015) is convinced that many liability issues will be guided by the handling of

current day semi-autonomous technologies like driveassist or adaptive cruisecontrol.

With the frequency of collisions decreasing, will auto insurance become obsolete? There

aren't any analysts predicting that self-driving cars will completely eliminate accidents,

but in the event of an accident where no human drivers are involved, who is liable?

Fagnant andKockelman (2015) weigh in,predicting that autonomous vehicles

manufacturers maybe held liable for incidents that would be outside of human control,

increasing the radius of the sphere containing all the things a company maybe heldliable

for in the event of a collision. Californiamay have established a standard black box style

system of accountability by requiring 30 seconds of sensor data storage priorto a

collision to establish fault (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015).

Specific to Google's self-driving carand other Level 4s is the lack of any option

to let a human drive the car. This leads some to believe that Google will face product

liability claims, leading forthe firm to seek theirown insurance against these claims

(Lehrer, 2014). People have been buying auto insurance for so long, theymaybe

uncomfortable totally abandoning that form of risk mitigation, and thereforewe could see

a resurgence in no-fault insurance (Lehrer, 2014). No-fault insurance is actually an

umbrella term for four different types of insurance: 1) Pure no-fault, where there are no

tort claimsfor bodilyharm,consumers claimdamages fromtheir own insurers and

damages for painandsuffering areeliminated, 2) Modified no-fault, where consumers

are provided "limited immunity from tort action" where tort action can be taken for losses

above the amount recovered from coverage, 3) Choice No-fault, where consumers can

elect to be held to the no-fault system or the tort system, and 4) Expanded First-Party or
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Add-on Coverage, wherethere is no exemption from tort liability, and an injured party

may suefor losses beyond what their first party coverage covers (Vaughan & Vaughan,

1972). Lehrerseemsto be referring to pureno-fault, as it wouldbe difficult to makea

case that a driver of a car was at fault when there is no driver. For the purposes of this

article, it will be assumed that the entire auto insurance marketof the US is pureno-fault.

At first, there is potential for human misperception to adversely affect the policy

writing procedure, as somepeople believe that without a human driver, the cars will not

be as safe (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015). As mentioned earlier, when applied to real

people, the opposite seemed true, thatpeople were too trusting of the prototype

technology (Adams, 2015). It is uncertain howauto insurance companies will react

compared to average people on perceptions of safety andunfortunately speculation is

largelyall that can be done as of now on the subject.

According to Vaughan, all states savefor Illinois regulate insurance rates to some

degree withthe following axioms in mind: rates must be adequate to cover losses, rates

must not be excessive, and rates must not discriminate unfairly (Vaughan & Vaughan,

1972). Under the broad guidelines of the introduced axioms, the states have all chosen to

regulate their rates in different ways (Hunter, Feltner, & Heller, 2013). Forthisstudy, it

will be assumed that because rates are not to be excessive, as the cost falls for insurance

(on the firms end) the price will dropas well. Also, because firms cannotdiscriminate

unfairly, firms must hold to practices that they would if customers were driving

traditional cars instead of self-driving cars.



Further, insurance premiumsare based on multiple factors, one of which is the

"size andprobability of loss" (Rees & Wambach, 2008). The self driving technology is

designed to lessenthe frequency of accidents as well as lessenthe impactof unavoidable

accidents, thus lowering both the size and probabilityof loss. It is intuitive that a claim

for a minor dent would cost less than totaling a vehicle.

C. Disruptive Innovation Theory

Referring back to Figure 1, the Lloyd's study implicitly states what is already

known: the potentialmarket for smallerprofits will not be attractive to the established

firms. The Lloyd's survey captures and inherent belief in the status quo. As disruptive

innovationtheory dictates, as the market for these smaller profits increases and

cannibalizes the traditional auto insurance policy market, firms will most likely try to

move upstream in the market, meaning theywill seekout waysto mitigate any lossof

market shareby seeking out consumers who will payhigherprices(Christensen C., The

Innovator's Dilemma, 1997). In the insurance world, this equates to riskier customers

more likely to make a claim on their policy. Christensen, the father ofdisruptive

innovation theory, states that this move invariablycreates a "vacuum" in the lower end

(Christensen C., The Innovator's Dilemma, 1997), the end less expensive to a customer,

of the market, making it easier for a firm savvy with the disruptive innovation to gain

market traction. Christensen (1997) postulates that this strategy will cause large firms to

push up and up toward higher margins until some new entrant pushes them all the way

out of the market.

After Christensen's seminal work on disruptive innovation, many have tried to

further or discredit the theory. Both Markides (2006) and then Christensen and Raynor

10



(2003) have tried to segment disruptive innovationinto subgroups. Markides suggests

that it should be segmentedas radical product innovation and business model innovation,

where radicalproduct innovation is a brandnew-to-the-world product or service that has

enough value inherent to it to disrupt a market, where business model innovation is a new

way ofconductingbusiness ofold products (Markides, 2006). Christensen and Raynor

merely differentiate high-end, sustaining innovations from low-end, disruptive ones.

Markides segmentation is a useful description, because the two typesof innovation he

defines are very different in nature. For example, Neflix beatingBlockbuster by directly

mailing movies to theircustomers is very different from digital memory switching from

hard-disk to flash memory.

Lucky for the established firms, Jay Paap and RalphKatz (Paap & Katz, 2004)

offer potential solutions in first anticipating and then conquering disruptive technologies.

Firstand foremost, they suggest looking toward customer needs before looking at the

technology to supposedly satisfy those needs. When self-driving carsinevitably disrupt

the auto insurance market, consumers will need a cheaper policy, one that reflects their

true likelihood of a claim. Christensen would counter the ease that Paap and Katz claim

disruptive technology can be spotted, as he cites resource dependence, as an

insurmountable barrier to acknowledge disruption for the danger that it is. If current

customers and consumers are happy with the status quo and a firm decides to change up

3Originally coined byPfeffer and Salancik (1978), resource dependence are the constraints on a company
caused bytheir interdependencieswithother firms and externalfactors involved ingetting its product to
market. Christensen considers resource dependence theory to be the phenomena in which "Customers
effectively control the patterns of resource allocation inwell-run companies. In the case of disruptive
innovation, this equates to the difficulties of an established insurance company allocating resources

f' toward their customers driving traditional automobiles and those driving self-driving cars. Investors
might be wary of suchstrategy,seeing these two lines of business as ways of cannibalizing the other line.

11



its model, it may upset those which provide the firm its money and success. No manager

wishes to displease their customer base to serve what they view as a fringe market.

Beyond resource dependence theory, there is the issue ofthe company's value

network, a term Christensen (1997) refers to as "the context within which a firm

identifies and responds to customers' needs, solves problems, procures input, reacts to

competitors, and strives for profit." A large firm does not normally see value in an

emerging, risky, low margin market, and does not have any share of the initially niche

customer base. Recall that every market must start off small, no matter how big they

eventually become. If a company's value network is only geared toward insuring

traditional human-driven cars then their value network may prohibit them from writing

policies for self-driving cars.

In any event, it is clear that while the exact safety benefits aren't entirely known,

self-driving cars are expected to have a tremendous overall positive impact of traffic

safety, with some experts predicting self-driving cars to eventually be 90% safer than the

status quo (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015). Due to insurance regulation, as the roads

become safer we can expect to see insurance rates fall as well, because rates "must not be

excessive" (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972). The market will develop a need for an

insurance company that is willing to insure the self-driving cars at its initially tiny size.

This arrangement is the optimal environment for disruption to occur. The impact of that

disruption will be discussed in the following section.

12
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III. Analysis

A. Historical Backdrop

Humanity has been dreaming of self-driving cars since the early 1900's and now

nearly 100 years later, automobile manufacturersand Google are well on their way to

accomplishing the once impossible. The Google car, among the competitors, stands out

as it constantly captures the spotlight and headlines through its development. Some

experts have predicted that by 2022, self-drivingcars may be commonplace (Fagnant &

Kockelman, 2015). Of course, the driving force behind the development of this

technology is the hope that it will lead to fewer traffic fatalities, relief of traffic

congestion, carbonemissions reduction, lessownership of cars, easier city parking and

more free time for those with long commutes. Time will tell if self-driving cars will

benefit society the way they are expected, but for the time being it's clear that they will

have an impact on many different industriesaround the world.

If self-driving cars are truly safer than the status quo, the auto insurance industry

will be affected. At merely 10%marketadoption, 211,000 fewer collisionsare estimated

to occur annually, equating to $5.5 billion saved (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2015). Who

normally foots that bill? Companies such as All State, State Farm, Progressive, and

AAA, some of the largest insurers in the US, end up paying the bill for the claims made

on the policies they offer to their customers.

From a cursory glance, the $5.5 billion in savings seems like a blessing to the

insurance companies; however, in the longrun self-driving cars could prove problematic

for these behemoth companies. In fact, disruptive innovation theory (Christensen C.,

13



The Innovator's Dilemma, 1997) would tell us that these companies are likely doomed.

As this new and radical technology sweeps through industry, the large, established

insurance leaders will be ill equipped to deal with the changes it brings and could fail.

B. Basic Ratemaking Model

When an insurance company is writing a policy, several factors are taken into

account, such as driving record, the area they'll be driving in, the type of car they are

driving, and in somecasesage, sex and otherethically uncertain items to predictthe

likelihood that the policyholderwill make a claim on their policy (Bosari, 2013).

Ultimately, the actuarial team writing the policy generates a percentage likelihood that an

accident will occur during the time period of the policy. The company also determines

the average cost of each claimmadeon a policy. Therefore, they have the percentchance

of an accident occurring, as well as the expected amount they will need to pay out in the

event of a claim.

In this example, we have Xi, the eventof a collision, and X2, the event of no

collision. With parameters n and/?, wheren is the numberof insurancepolicies a

company is holding and/? is the probability of a collision. Finally, we have the parameter

c, or the cost that a company pays on averageper accident. Therefore, one may state this

associationas the probability that a firm will have to pay out some cost C is equal to/? for

each policy n.

14



( Xx accidentP(X±) = p;C = c
\x2 no accident P(X2) = 1 —p; C= 0

n

W)= P*i + (l-p)*2

BOO
Cost for each policy =

n

To illustrate this simple model, let/?= 0.02, let n = 1,000, and let c = $25,000. In

other words, for a hypothetical insurancecompany with 1,000 separate auto insurance

policies, there is a 2% chance that a claim will be made against any given policy. Also,

the average costof eachclaim is $25,000. Therefore, the average cost for eachof the

1000 policies is $500. With financing costs, agent markups and otherfees, suppose the

total price reflected on to the consumer is $1,000. All in all, we have a priceof $1,000

for an auto insurance policy in this basic model4. The advantage ofthis basic model is

that the parameters can easily be modified to reflect potential changes associated with

fully autonomousvehicles, while the simplifiednature of the model is a clear

disadvantage.

For the purposes of this study, we shallassume that only the parameterp will be

affected by self-driving cars. In reality, self-driving cars would most likely affect all the

4There are numerous assumptions and simplifications made here. For example, insurance companies
segment their customers proactively, to charge less for the safer customers than for the more risky
customers more likely to have an accident. Companies have access to a plethora of information to gauge

0^ which customers are more likely to be in accident. Because this study is not subject to any single
demographic, it is more useful to look at the policies in the broadest sense.

15



variables in the equation. For example, with such sophisticated technology equipped to

cars, the potential for c to increaseexists. Another speculation is that the number of

policies written and sold by auto insurance companies is subject to change, but for this

study and model it will be assumed to remain constant at 1,000.

The only way to decrease the parameterp is by making claims less frequent and

by doingso, making collisions less frequent. Therefore, to lower the parameter /?, self-

driving cars must lower the collision rates for each driver. Again Fagnant and

Kockelman (2015) weigh in, estimating that fully autonomous vehicles may reduce

traffic collisions by up to 60%, leading to parameterp equal to 0.008. This leads to an

overall cost ofwriting an insurance policies to $200 per. Although the law for each state

is different,almost every state incorporates language within auto insurance regulation

stating that rates "are not to be excessive" (Vaughan &Vaughan, 1972)5. Holding profit

margins, finance costs,and agentmarkup proportionate to statusquo rates, the new rate

for the consumer is now $400 under this model. In a later section, the consequences on

profitability will be studied as well.

C. Regulatory Issues

The insurance industry as a whole is strictly regulated to ensure that consumers

are treated fairly, and that insurance companiesdo not fail (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972).

How each sector of the insurance industry is regulated is unique to that sector's need.

The auto insurance industry takes on many different forms and varies from state to state.

5Because there are too many states to analyze fruitfully while staying on topic, thisstudyassumes that
profit margins, finance costs and agent commissions will stay at a rate proportionate to status quo. This
seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the language in regulation stating that rates are not to be
excessive, because the insurance companies want to earn as large a profit as they can without breaking
the law.
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For example, automobile insurance is segmented into liability, medical payments, and

physical damage (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972). The liability portion covers a

policyholderwhen their vehicle causes damage to a person other than the policy holder or

causes damage to other people's property (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972). After the

liability for an accident is determined, the insurance for the policy holder determined to

be "at fault" pays up to a certain amount for bodily injury or physical damage. Medical

payments insurance covers the insured for a certain amount of medical expensesresulting

from an accident. Finally, physical damage insurance covers the insured for the

policyholdersown vehicle for either comprehensive coverage or collision coverage

(Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972).

With these three different spheres ofcoverage in mind, the concept ofno-fault

0^ insurance is easier to understand. In a no-fault insurance state, the often court-settled step

of determining which participant in a collision is liable is circumvented. Instead, each

policyholder makesa claim on their policy (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972). The advantage

of no-fault insurance is in the circumvention of the tort system, a system many believe to

be wasteful and unfair (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1972). No-fault insurance is a friendly

realm of legislative framework for self-driving cars from the perspectiveof a general

user. Assuming that every car is a Level 4, in the event ofa collision it is unlikely that the

fault lay with either "driver." In cases of collisions, does that mean that whoever

programmed the car that causedthe accident is at fault? Some experts believethat self-

driving cars will expose auto manufacturers to product-liability claims (Cohen, 2015) for

this very reason.

17



0^ Therefore drivers and firms alike will continue to hedge their respective risks, and

there will be an environment ripe for no-fault insurance and product liability insurance.

It would be absurd to lay blame on occupantsof either car as cars will no longer be

humanoperated. In addition, no company wants to be exposed to potential litigation

stemming from one mistake among millions of linesof code. As elaborated on in the

literature review, there are different forms no-fault insurance, and although there is

potential forvariations, it seems logical thatpure no-fault willbecome reality. Insurance

companies will needno-fault insurance policies to exist if they wish for their own

existence to continue. The tort system, already criticized as inefficient, could not

possibly serve themarket's needs with the advent of Level 4s, so without theexistence of

no-fault, auto insurance companies will have no policies to write.

^ D. Profit Margins of Established Firms
Recall that by usingthe previously introduced ratemaking model, the total cost

for the consumer was estimated at around $400. A report by NYU found that the average

profit margin for an insurance company specializing in property and casualty (before

interest, taxes, depreciation or amortization, EBITDA) was 16.15% (Damodaran, 2015).

This means that a company underthe conditions estimated by this reportmay only

receive $64profit per policy written, where before fully autonomous vehicles theywould

have received $162. If profits perpolicy written were to drop from $162 to $64,

insurance companies would certainly be affected.
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£. Disruptive Innovation

Established auto insurance firms will suffer greatly from the impact of self-

driving cars because of a phenomenon known as disruptive innovation. In his work,

Christensen (1997) lays out the five principles of disruptive innovation, and firms in the

auto insurance industry fall in line with all five of the aforementioned principles.

1) Companies Depend on Customers and Investors for Resources
2) Small Markets Don't Solve the Growth Needs of Large Companies
3) Markets that Don't Exist Can't Be Analyzed
4) An Organization's Capabilities Define Its Disabilities
5) Technology Supply MayNot Equal Market Demand"(Christensen C., The

Innovator's Dilemma, 1997)

The first principle dealspartially with resource dependence theory (RDT) which

states that firms have interdependencies on external factors related to their business.

These interdependencies include investors, current customers, and public opinion (Pfeffer

& Salancik, 1978). For auto insurance companies in the face ofdisruptive innovation,

their investors will scoff at any proposals to begin underwriting driverless cars, because

investors wantcompanies to stay in their specialized fields and remain somewhat safe

andpredictable. As the adoption of self-driving cars takes its hold, customers of

established firms who have not yet adopted will want a company's full resources

allocated to the product they purchased. Any perceivedcuts to the service they receive

will cause push back.

Regarding principle two, the initial market for auto insurance on self-driving cars

will not be large enough to satisfy the needs of established auto insurance companies. At

somepoint, therewill only be a handful of people riding self-driving cars, and if they are

insured at all, they will most likely be customized, one off policies. As the market
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^s expands to a small portion ofthe overall auto market, there will be a need for a company

that specializes in writing policies tailored to self-drivingcars. This market will not be

large enough to satisfy the growth needs of an All-State, or a Progressive until the

penetration is at significant levels. By that point, theremay alreadybe a company in

existence that has captured too many sales for second movers to catch up.

For principle three, markets that do not exist cannot be analyzed. Actuaries rely

on historical data to suggest rates for car insurancepolicies. Without any data available

on self-driving cars, (initially), firms will be undertaking a huge risk when writing

policies for self-driving cars. This uncertainty and risk will continue until there are

multiple yearsworthof collision data. Anyreasonable manager will do everything they

can to mitigate unnecessary risk. When given the optionof writingpolicieswithoutany

#^ dataandwriting statusquo policies to traditional drivers, managers will certainly opt for

the "safe" path.

Four,a company's abilities define its disabilities. For this principle, consider the

contract for an auto insurance policy. Companies have general policies in their internal

systems that they modify caseby casewith the coverage amounts and negotiated pricefor

each consumer. In every case, there is language employed that is present for a purpose

stemming fromcorporate strategy, efficiency, regulation, liability, or function. These

contracts should be airtight. When there are minor changes in regulation for instance,

companies can adapt their previous general contract with whatever they need to do,

which is sometimes as simple as changing the font size. When it comes to completely

redefining the concept of an automobile or the definition of a driver, the modifications to

\ thegeneral contract will be much more complex, so much so that firms will be required
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/$m\ to draft a new contract from scratch. The resources required by the firm to draft a new

policy will act as a deterrent to pursue business with the initial self-driving market.

Finally, technology supply may not equal market demand. To rewrite the policy

from scratch, an insurance company may have to resort to hiring new staff, paying for

legal consultation, modifying their loss reserve ratio, paying for their actuaries to receive

new training and may end up paying for costs out of comprehension at this point. The

rate of growth for policies on self-driving cars should be proportional to the rate of self-

driving car penetration into the market. In the initial market for self-driving cars, an

established firm will not see the incentive to risk their limited resources on a relatively

tiny market.

The fulfillment of these five principles is evidence toward the notion that

v established auto insurance firms will opt to avoid underwriting self-driving policies. The

five described principles all implicitly pointto one fact: as self-driving cars begin to

penetrate the market, auto insurance companies will not see the value in writingpolicies

in such unknown territories. Christensen does not blame managers for allowing

disruptive innovation to consume their companies; ratherhe declaresthe lack of

perceived valuethey see is the only logical option undertraditional theory. According to

the manager deciding whether or not to invest in the emerging market, there is littlevalue

in alienating your customerbase to attractan uncertain one. There is little value in

speculating the returns of a market without any data. There is little value in hiringnew

employees and completely rewriting a general policy to fit the needs of those in a fringe

market. There is little value in out supplying the initial demand for the fringe product.

\ To the manager, there is little value in disruptive technology.
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Based on the lack of perceived value, the managers of these firms will make the

decision to not invest in the disruptive technology. Instead, these firms will move "up

market" (Christensen C., The Innovator's Dilemma, 1997). Christensen proposes that

this usually equates to designing more proficient products that can be sold at a higher

price. For the case of the insurance industry, moving up market equates to writing

policies to riskier consumers, or to those with a higher likelihood of getting into a

collision, and therefore making a claim. Companies may charge higher rates for these

consumers based on their higher likelihood of an accident because they take on a greater

risk to underwrite.

As established firms do move toward these riskier clients, the reward they receive

will diminish in spite of the added risk. The riskier clients only make up a small portion

of the market, and because these big firms move upstream together, the market for the

risky clientswill become competitive. To evendo business with these clients, companies

will have an uneven risk-reward balance. The uneven nature of this balance will cause

issues for the established firms ifthe timing oftheir losses ispoor6.

Recall the basic ratemaking model introduced in the Ratemaking model section as

a way to illustrate theupstream danger. Instead of/? = 0.02, these riskier clients with

their traditional automobilesmay have/? = 0.10. In this scenario, the estimated average

cost of each policyfor the firm is $2,500; however, because the competing firms are

battling for thescarce amount of risky clients remaining, theymay onlycharge $3,000.

6An example of thisisthe subprime mortgage crisis. In the early 2000's, banks werebeginning to trend
toward riskierand riskierclients to chase higher riskpremiums. Unfortunately, these banks did not have
the proper value network in place to evaluate the risks associated with the subprime market. When the

f^ housing bubble popped, and homeowners defaulted on their mortgages, banks suffered tremendous
losses. These losses put many banks out of business (Duca, 2013).
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p
This ratio is not proportional to the original 2:1 ratio proposed in the section "Ratemaking

Model." Although they do cover their costs if their actuaries made proper predictions, if

they are wrong, the results could be catastrophic. Suppose they estimate/? = 0.10, but in

reality/? = 0.15. Although the firm has already committed to the $3,000 price, they will

suffer average costs of $3,750.

As an isolated incident, taking a $750 loss on a policy is no issue for even a small

insurance company. In fact, insurance companies even plan to lose money on a portion

of their policies. Under normalconditions, the insurance companywill have a wide

range of clients at different risk levels. The issue is that whenthe portfolio for the

company becomes more andmore one-dimensional, a misstep in ratemaking will be

much more costly. The slimmer margin forerror combined withthe slimmer margin for

#^ profits will create an unfriendly environment for the established firms, onethat may

become impossible for these firms to continueto operate in.

F. The Attacker

The onlywayany damage canbe done to the established players in the auto

insurance industry is if there is an attacker to pushthem upstream in the market. As

hinted at throughout thispiece, the attacker will most likely bea newor small firm.

Referring to anattacker asa singular entity is an incomplete picture. The "attacker" is a

blanket term for entrants in an established market attempting to disrupt it. The attacker

therefore includes all the failed entrants as well as the handful of successful companies.

This means thatwhile disruptive innovation paves the way for an entrant to gain control

overa market, it does so through the trialand errorprocess of manyforgotten failures.
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The five principles ofdisruptive innovation applied to an entrant yield starkly

contrasting results. Entrants would have a relatively low amount of interdependencies to

hold them back when compared to the established firms. The small fringe market of self-

driving cars would be the perfect size for the company to grow with. Even though the

market data is unavailable to the entrant the entrants risk much less by playing guesswork

with the proper rates, comparing a $10 million portfolio with a $100 billion one. An

entrant would still be in the midst ofdefining its capabilities, therefore it could more

easily mold its capabilities to be optimal in the present day market. Finally, the entrant

could be much more flexible to the fluctuating and unstable fringe market demand. In

considering these five principles from both theattacker andthe established firm, it is

clear why theyrefer to entry during disruptive innovation as "the attacker's advantage"

(Christensen C., The Innovator's Dilemma, 1997).

IV. Conclusion

Refer back to Figure 1,theGross Insurance Premium in theUS byYear. This

figure was chosen to beinthis piece so that the current forecasts of the auto insurance

market could be compared to an auto insurance market manipulated to account for the

penetration ofself-driving cars. Expert opinions vary on how long and to what degree

Level 4's will penetrate themarket, but Fagnant and Kockelman (2015) predict that 90%

penetration should eventually be expected. At this 90% penetration rate, they predict at

least a 60% reduction in collisions. Assumingthe price the prices for policies fall at a

similar rateandthat the 90%penetration happens linearly over6 years, we will seea very

different version of Figure 1. This makes the assumption that Level 4's become available

by2020, themark thatGoogle hasset for itself(Adams, 2015).
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Figure 2: Gross Insurance Premium in The US by Year factoring for the penetration of self
driving vehicles with the assumption that Level 4's become available en mass by 2020.

Figure 2 shows how much the market for auto insurance policies may end up

shrinking. With negative growth in the industry and massive growth needs by the top

players, what can auto insurance firms do to survive? Unfortunately, in many historical

instances that Christensen has shown, the top players do not survive (Christensen C., The

Innovator's Dilemma, 1997). As self-driving cars make the world safer for people, the

world will dramatically shrink for auto insurance. The margins will get slimmer and

slimmer and eventually we will begin to see new players in the auto insurance world.

The process will occur out of a manifestation of the 5 principles of disruptive innovation.

During the transition between traditional auto insurance policies and self-driving policies,

we will witness the fall of many top firms. As these firms fall, new attackers will rise to

take the place at the top of the industry, and then they too will need to worry about

disruptive innovation.
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